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Dear Alan 

Kings Manor • 
Exhibition Square 
York.Y01 2E,/ 

14 February 1986 

Thanks for your letter of 1, November which was here when I got 

back from Australia. I would have answered before but there was 

a lot to catctifip with. As yet,your chapter has not arrived,so 

I hope it has not gone astray and only that you have been delayed 

in your work. I look forward to reading it. 

Each day the news from RSA gets more complicated and tense,at least as . ., 
I see it. · PW•s speech to Parliament seemed very general,and the 

one-page advert in the SA press~ promising. If they only 

repeal the Pass Laws,that must be a step forward. But what of 

the central issue of state power? I read that there were many 

constitutional ideas being d~fted in the relevant ministry,but 

one sees very little of the detail discussed here. The more I think 

about it the more it seems central to me that there will have to 

be imaginative constitution-making,for a unitary constitution 

will lead to trouble. One needs only lo~k elsewhere in Africa 

and the world to see that 

in plural societies: SA is 

about it openly,but I hope 

unitary systems of power lead to crises 

no exception. I doubt if they would talk 
~ 

the ANC and others are/thinking about 

the issue and that they are getting some of their people to 

draft and consider ways in which 8:11 groups can have a legitimate 

handle on power and also b.e protected from it. Difficult, I know, 

:.::::'.=-.=----,--- -but esseb.tial. How-da-you-se-e 1 e--? ·-

Now the new+bout ,an Zyl Slabbert and then Borraihe,if I spell him 

right. Useful moves? Will they become bridges outside Parliament 

to the ANC and others? 

Some aandom thoughts on the news from over there. I don't like 

to think about it too much ,but I hope ot~era with sharp constitutional 

minds and lots of energy and optimism are .do~ng so. 

My writing creeps on. I hope to have something for you to 

read later this year. 

Be well. 

Yours ever 
-•~ I 
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